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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  
If you love the idea of learning to block (on traditional hat blocks/forms) luscious commercial felt forms into 
vintage or contemporary styles, then this class is for you!  Learn the different kinds of felt and felt finishes (like 
velour, suede, salome, etc.) available from millinery suppliers. (This is not a felt making class.)  We’ll then learn 
some ways to jazz up those hats; one technique creates contrasting inserts (diamond, circle, etc.) that are sewn 
flush with the hat.  The result looks like magic has happened since two different colors are invisibly flat against 
each other.   
We’ll also learn lots of feather techniques such as creating feather flowers and the cuts used to make interesting 
textures for the petals.  Have you wanted to know how to curl feathers or feather spines?  Create ‘floating’ 
feathers that look like they are hovering above your hat? These are just a few more of the many techniques we’ll 
cover in class.  We’ll round out the week by using fabrics and how specialized manipulations create interest, 
texture and style for your ‘demi-chapeau’. Small special occasion hats, including bridal, will be our emphasis while 
using the beautiful fabrics you’ll bring. Learn some tricks of the trade for embellishing your hats with ribbon, 
flowers, etc.  
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 
➢ sewing basket with sharp fabric and craft scissors, variety of needle sizes, long bead-head quilting pins, 

thread to match fabrics plus basic white, ivory, black, navy, 1 dozen Wonder Clips (from fabric stores), 
3/4” wide elastic, *tape measure 

➢ VERY sharp *X-acto knife with *additional blade(s) 
➢ 1/4-1/2 yr pieces of nice fabrics like silk (faux is fine), heavy lace, linen; nothing sheer unless you have an 

underlying fabric 
➢ 1/2 yard of lining fabric to match or contrast your fine fabric; lining fabric is a kind of thin fabric used to 

line jackets, skirts, etc. 
➢ any embellishment you might want for your hats, although you will be making a feather flower and using 

feathers in other ways for embellishment 
➢ a roll of *‘blue’ painters tape 
➢ hair dryer and curling iron (optional as I’ll have a few in class) 
➢ apron or old shirt (optional) 
➢ old hand towel (doesn’t have to be a large one) 
➢ *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 
➢ *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $75.00-$95.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 



 

 

Supply Fee of approximately $75-$95 depending on materials/quantities used will be paid directly to the 
instructor.  Jan takes credit cards and cash. 
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

749 Cassidy Drive 
Wilmington, NC 28409-6903 

910-431-3220 
jan@hatshatshats.com 
www.hatshatshats.com 


